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Readers Forum On The Sunday Express: Seeing News Differently
Francis Mutatima
Cmde, yours is wishful thinking.
You don’t seem to be aware
that a www3 is raging on:
technologically, economically,
financially, yes even territorially/ geographically, if you
may.
The superpowers are right
now fighting to reconsider
Africa in real terms. In the
previous wars China wasn’t
quite a player, now it is. And
not just that but challenging
the de facto #1, USA.
Long story short; in war a flag
anywhere means this territory
is conquered, and “belongs
to me the flag bearer” is the
bottom line messege.
Let me add, just for your benefit: due to population pressure in China, their strategy is
to effectively take over Africa
and its entire resources by
2050.
Geopolitics hold today that
whoever controls Africa controls the world.
And that us why we pan Africanists are in a hurry to shift
the paradigm before it is too
late so that African hold their
Africa tightly to strategize
and control the world after
China has fallen.
The Europeans came and
went, America came and it is
going, coming on now is China. After China, it should be
Africa. But even now Africa
must position herself as an
equal on the global table of
negotiators not as a poor begging fragmented continent.
I wish I could write more.
AFRICA ARISE.
Charles Nkuli
Good proposition but it will
not work for a number of
reasons. A unity govt of 2
equally corrupt parties will
not miraculously guarantee
success. You are always talking about corruption, incompetence and nepotism. As
long as your proposed GNU
will inherit the same drivers
of these ills, it is a waste of
time. It is a corruption problem as much as it is a political
problem. Secondly, you saw

during the GNU, a whole 5
years went begging with no
talk of reforms by the MDC.
Not a single meaningful
reform was made. There will
be no reforms again in your
proposed election-free 10yr
period. Rather all reforms be
made now before the waiving
of elections. After all reforms are implemented, then
GNU - maybe there could be
a remote chance of success.
The levels of corruption, self
interest and pure greed are so
entrenched for anyone participating in the second GNU
to push an agenda that can
compromise the subsistence
of the GNU.
Zanu PF obviously will be the
real govt behind the GNU
since they are the last elected
government. The world, capital, FDI will not be fooled.
The same thing that happened
in the last GNU will happen
again. Cosmetic changes.
ZanuPF will keep reminding
the MDC about it. In short,
it is the calibre of people that
you put in the GNU for the
10yrs that matters. With the
current lot, it will be same
old. Without sounding like
a secessionist, I’d propose a

decentralised form of government model - let’s pursue
devolution for starters. There
are a lot of competent people
in other regions who are excluded - but who can change
their regions. Look at the
Western Cape for example.
Colls Ndlovu
People, especially economics and finance professionals
need to understand the the
market valuation of a financial corporate is independent
of its capital structure. It is
independent of the entity’s
debt to equity ratio. It is independent of the extent of its
leverage.
The market value of a financial entity (e.g. an entity
listed on stock exchanges) is a
function of its discounted net
expected future cash flows.
Whether such cash flows will
marerialise or not, is not up
to one individual to decide.
It is the combine wisdom of
the market that decides. If
the combined wisdom of the
markets (London Stock Exchange, New York Stock Exchange, Zim Stock Exchange

etc etc) converges at the US$1
trillion valuation of Tesla ,
there is just very minimal that
an underling like out there in
the bundus of Africa can do
to change such.

foreign portfolio investors
when you flip flop like that?

Where is the ZSE’s independence allowing themselves to
be coerced/influenced like
that? Speculation is a normal
So it’s either one accepts the
activity on stock markets. It is
free markets (warts and all) or vital to their efficient functhey turn to decrees like 1:1
tioning. If stock prices are
currency valuations
rising at a rapid clip, that is a
symptom of, not a cause of a
I am glad that, on the face
useless currency that nobody
of it, you accept that Tesla is
wants.
a free markets creature. The
free markets are like nature.
Magunje
Nature is democratic. It can
reward or punish anyone
We have a challenge, a big
indiscriminately. Luck or hap- one! There is need for Jupenstance play a very big role diciary Reforms because if
in the functioning of the mar- you have noted well, most of
kets. You may buy the whole
the Judgements are political
of the Zim Stock Exchange
rather than serving justice
listed entities tomorrow for
equitably and honorably
a song in Zim$s. Next week
⚖️. Such a precedence disthings can turn around and
courages citizens from even
you find yourself sitting in
approaching the same courts.
US$ denominated equities.
One more thing is the diviSo Tesla is lucky in the sense
sion within the citizenry on
that it happened to be at the
political opinion, as long as
right place at the right time
others views such a challenge
as a political attack on their
Michael Matambanadzo
leadership, definitely they will
oppose the political allegiance
Who interferes with the
hence the Judiciary will use
workings of a stock market?
such division to its advantage
What signal do you send to
and uphold its Judgements.
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Deepen relations between individuals from
the two countries. Those
networks are important,
even beyond the Zimbabwean crisis
By Dr Eddie Mahembe
This week I made a welcome return to the Sunday Express. From last
week’s column I wrote
about the background of
how Zimbabweans got
the ZSP in the first place.
This week in Part 2:
Towards the expiry of the
ZSP, the SA government
launched the ZEP in
September 2017 to allow
Zimbabweans to work,
study and/or conduct
business for a further
period of four (4) years
(01 January 2018 to 31
December 2021).
Some of the key conditions of the ZEP were
that the permit (i) does
not entitle the holder the
right to apply for permanent residence irrespective of the period of stay
in the SA, (ii) will not be
renewable or extendable,
and (iii) does not allow
a holder to change conditions of his/her permit
while in SA.
It is estimated that almost
180 000 individuals are
on ZEP. On the 25th of
November 2021, the SA
government announced
that it will “no longer

Part 2: Ten Tips On How To
Minimise Disruption Due
To Cancellation Of ZEP
issue extensions to the
Zimbabwean special
dispensations” but gave
the ZEP permit holders
a 12-month period, up
to 31 December 2022.
The announcement was
followed up with the
Government Gazette
45727 on the 7th of January 2022, clarifying that
during the grace period,
the ZEP permit holders
should either apply for
one or other visas as per
the SA Immigration Act
or risk deportation on expiry of the grace period.

operate in its implementation”. The Zimbabwean
Embassy further highlighted that they had initiated engagements with
relevant authorities in
the SA government with
the aim of making sure
that the implementation
of this decision will have
“minimum disruption to
the lives and livelihoods
of the affected individuals
and their families”.

31 December 2022 and
become an illegal immigrant, subject to deportation, it might be important to consider these 10
tips which can be implemented during this grace
period:

Tip 1: Drastically reduce
monthly expenditures.
Accommodation or rent
is normally the biggest
expense. It is generally
accepted that rent should
Tips on How to Miniequal no more than 30%
mise Socio-Economic
of net income.
Disruptions
Tip 2: Plan your chilAs promised, in this
dren’s next school. Would
The Zimbabwean govern- article, I try to offer some you be relocating to
possible ways of how to
a town or rural area?
ment, through its Emreduce the disruption to
Which one would be
bassy in Pretoria, issued
a public statement on the the socio-economic well your closest school, what
being of those individuals are the entry and uni30th of November 2021
and families who might
form requirements, etc.?
urging and encouraging
all Zimbabweans who are not be able to qualify for Tip 3: Work as hard
beneficiaries of these spe- a normal work permit or as you can. Use this
business visa. Instead of 12-month grace period to
cial permits to “comply
earn more income. Huswith the decision and co- waiting helplessly until

Subscribe to the most progressive African Online
newspaper today: Visit www.zimbabwedigitalexpress.
com and text hi on the whatsapp icon

tle as if this is the end of
your stay in SA.
It might very well be.
Get 2 or 3 extra jobs. You
would need this extra
income to take advantage
of the tips below.
Tip 4: Invest in your own
accommodation back
home. If you have a rural
home, I suggest that you
build a decent house for
you and your family. If
you are from town, you
might want to extend the
current house. Next Week
Part 3: The rest of the tips:
www.zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
Dr Eddie Mahembe is a
Development Economist
and is currently a Council
Member of the Zimbabwe
Economics Society (ZES)
and Editor of the Zimbabwe Journal of Economics
(ZJE). He holds a PhD
in (Development) Economics, MCom in Economics, BCom Honours
in Econometrics and BSc.
Honours in Economics.
He can be reached on
email (eddiemahembe@
outlook.com) or Twitter
(@eddiemahembe).
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Routine phonecall With Top
DSE Current Affairs News
Analyst Proves To Be A Master Stroke In Business News
Networking

on our multitudes of newsgroups - but takes his own
time to bring aforth his own
thoughts, ideas, solutions
and futuristic analogy of
everything.
So here is how he introduced
himself to the new business
network.

The Sunday Express
What sounded like a routine
phonecall from one of the
best current affairs news analysts on The Sunday Express
this week - proved to be a
master stroke.

In his own words

Trust Sibanda is a familiar
figure in the Sunday Express, and not only does he
bring trust, opinion, analysis, perspectives and incisive
business knowledge - he is
without doubt a very knowledgeable man about Zimbabwean politics.

Giving back To The
Business Community
With Trust Sibanda

Sibanda called the online
newspaper to say that he had
participated in the survey to
inform the digital strategy of
the Sunday Express - which
called for the need to consolidate the market that has been
created by the DSE communities.
Where the Sunday Express
had handpicked many of our
contributors into clusters
of news and current affairs
feeder groups of information - it was time to heed
the call for giving back to
those same communities - by
creating even more nodal
points where the newspaper
will network and See News
Differently.
The same networks which are
operating under the Property
Digest, Healthcare Magazine,
Farmers News Network,
Freight and Logistics, and
your usual features. But this
time where people actually
introduce themselves, and
their interest in the network.
This week a new business
frontier - which is wholly
led by Trust Sibanda and a
selection of handpicked busi-

My name is Trust Sibanda.
I am into Manpower Development. I run a company
called Teemil Safety Health
and Environmental Consultants. I run trainings in health,
safety and environmental
field. Course like first aid, Fire
Fighting etc for legal compliance. The certificates we offer
are accredited by Local Government Sector Education
Training Authority in South
Africa and there are SAQA
recognised.
Our target market are companies, mines etc we do not
offer trainings to individuals
due to high costs involved.
The value I can add to the
group could be related to legal
compliance and I also need
ideas on how to diversify and
start a business in Zimbabwe.
He added: We want to run
away from the idea of self
enrichment which I think has
destroyed many organisations. In terms of recruitment
its true that we don’t know
each other - even in this new
group.

ness leaders - and for which
he felt the need to make the
phone call - and advise DSE
that he was adding the newspaper to the network.

needed only are perspectives,
analytics, seek and find innovations, turning conversation
into action, and bringing like
minded people together.

So we gladly joined - and true
to what Sibanda had said:
news is plentiful - what is

Trust Sibanda is not anyone.
And not only in the Sunday
Express. We met him while

The
Sunday
Express

he was exhibiting Teemil at
Proudly263Global, and after
he read and followed our coverage of the event - he immediately volunteered to be our
correspondent.
What followed were reels
of strategic writings, depths
of disapora news information, essays, analysis,
conversations, debate, and
inciteful networking - most
of which he not only shares

We had to hand pick people who are in business via
recommendations other than
using a group link simply
because we wanted to establish a common background:
which is business and from
this number I am sure members will recommend people
whom they want to be part of
the group due to their business orientation, said Sibanda.
Read The Full Story On www.
zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
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One Of The World’s Best-Selling Music Artists Turns Heads In Birthday Week
By RTE
Adele says she’s ‘never been
happier’ as she turns 34
Adele says she’s “never been
happier” as she thanked fans
for their well-wishes on her
34th birthday.
The singer said she had “so
many blessings to be grateful
for” as she reflected on the
previous year.
The past 12 months have seen
many twists and turns for
the Brit-award winner who
released her highly-anticipated fourth studio album 30,
before having to cancel her
Las Vegas residency.
“What a difference a year
makes!” Adele wrote on Instagram, sharing two candid
photos of herself.
“If time keeps healing and
smoothing out all the creases
in my life like it does as the
years fly by, then I can’t wait
to be 60.
“I’ve never been happier! So
many lessons, so many blessings to be grateful for.
Released in November last
year, 30 marked Adele’s return
to music after a six-year gap.
The album reached number
one in more than 20 countries. During the week of
the album’s release Adele
achieved a chart double on
the Official Singles Chart with
two songs from the album –
Easy On Me at number one
and Oh My God at number
two.
Following its release, 30 surpassed more than five million
physical album equivalent
units in less than two months.
Alongside its launch, Adele
took part in a tell-all interview with US talk show host
Oprah Winfrey, in which
she discussed the album’s
themes of divorce, motherhood and heartache. She also
announced a residency in

How Adele Celebrated
34-Years In Style
Caesar’s Palace, due to run
from January through April
2022, but was forced to cancel
at short notice, citing delivery delays and the impact of
coronavirus.
She recently revealed on The
Graham Norton Show that
the shows would definitely
be going ahead in 2022 and
hinted at pregnancy plans for
next year. The singer is currently dating American sports
agent Rich Paul and has a
nine-year-old son, Angelo.
“I’ve never been happier!” the
singer says.
The “Rolling in the Deep”

Subscribe to the most progressive African Online
newspaper today: Visit www.zimbabwedigitalexpress.
com and text hi on the whatsapp icon

singer celebrated her birthday yesterday, sharing two
stunning photos of herself
in a black minidress rocking
loose, straight-out-of-theshower curls and seemingly
no makeup in what looks like
her backyard. The piece featured a sequined bodice and
huge puff sleeves.
“What a difference a year
makes! If time keeps healing
and smoothing out all the
creases in my life like it does
as the years fly by, then I can’t
wait to be 60! I’ve never been
happier!” Adele wrote in her
post caption.

In the first photo, she is seen
lifting her arms in a dancer-like pose and looking
straight at the camera. The
second is a candid photo of
her smiling widely. Both shots
were taken by photographer
Raven B. Varona, who has
previously shot the singer
and other greats—including
Jay-Z—and recently took
a series of street-photography-inspired Met Gala portraits.
“So many lessons, so many
blessings to be grateful for.
This is 34, and I love it here!
Thank you for the birthday

love as always x,” Adele continued in her caption.
This content is imported from
Instagram. You may be able
to find the same content in
another format, or you may
be able to find more information, at their web site.
This March, the singer’s twohour special An Audience
with Adele aired on NBC.
She is set to begin her Las
Vegas residency—which she
said she had to postpone due
to COVID-19-related issues
among her team—later this
year.
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Planned protests: security
forces placed on high alert
NewZimbabwe.com is reporting that service chiefs
have placed a well-oiled state
machinery on high alert,
ready to viciously thwart any
protests following indications
of an impending uprising.
Multiple official and security
sources told NewZimbabwe.com’s Thandiwe Garusa
on Friday that Zimbabwe’s
defence forces have been
preparing for an eventual
outbreak of civil disobedience
for the past two months as
discontentment over a worsening economic crisis engulfed the country.
The sources said intelligence
agencies have been presenting
adverse reports to President
Emmerson Mnangagwa,
showing that in general, the
economic crisis was providing fertile grounds for mass
protests.
The crisis is underlined by
an astronomic cost of living,
runaway inflation, skyrocketing fuel prices and erosion of
the value of the Zimbabwean
dollar which reached levels
only surpassed by the 2008
hyperinflationary era.
An informed source told
NewZimbabwe.com that:
“The entire security sector is
on high alert. They know that
there is a realistic likelihood
of an uprising and every effort
is being made to thwart it.”
“The president himself consistently been given security
situation reports indicating
the ground is fertile for an
upheaval and that is why he is
frequently talking about economic saboteurs. It’s a delicate
situation,” the source said.
Another source said it was
not by coincidence that
Mnangagwa’s recent speeches
have been threat laden.
In one such speech, at an
event for youths on the even
of independence commemorations, Mnangagwa said:

Zimbabwe Security Forces On High Alert
As Civic Organisations And Opposition
Announce Season Of Protest
In the private sector, there is
also growing discontent with
workers and their employers
engaged in wage disputes,
forcing some companies to
pay a percentage of the wages
in United States dollars.
Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition
(CiZC) announced that there
is going to be a transport
march following the transport
crisis that has seen commuters waiting for transport for
more than three hours.
The organisation’s spokesman
Obert Masaraure said: “The
Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition
stands firmly behind calls for
a public protest against failure
by the government to come
up with a proper public transportation system. On Friday,
May 6, 2022 aggrieved Zimbabweans will march against
the continued shortage of
public transport especially in

urban areas.”
Meanwhile Newsday is
reporting that government
is panicking over looming
protests
Newsday’s Problem Masau and Taurai Mangudhla
reported that government
is fretting over rising public
discontent over the high cost
of living, with security organs
now said to be on high alert.
Sources told Newsday that
within government said there
was panic in the corridors
of power after civic groups
under the umbrella Crisis in
Zimbabwe Coalition (CiZC)
called for a protest march
today over a punishing transport crisis that has seen commuters waiting for transport
for hours on end.
This comes after university
students, teachers and nurses

A Fresh Perspective On The African Property Sector:
Cluster Developments, Plots and Small
Holdings News And Real Estate: on
www.zimbabwedigitalexpress.com:
See The Property Digest

on Wednesday jointly called
for a potentially crippling national shutdown next Monday
citing worsening economic
hardships.
Teachers and nurses are saying like the bulk of employees
in the private sector, they are
failing to make ends meet,
while university students are
saying the new tuition fees are
unaffordable.
Yesterday, police spokesperson Assistant Commissioner
Paul Nyathi said he was unaware of the planned protests,
adding that the organisers
had to seek police clearance.
“I am not aware of the purported transport marches or
any protests.
Anyone who wants to engage
in any sort of demonstration
has to approach the local police station. As far as I know,
there is no transport march

planned for tomorrow (today),” Nyathi said.
In the past, the government
has frowned upon protests,
and rudely reacted by deploying armed police and soldiers
as well as shutting down the
internet. Recently, Mnangagwa said protests would not
be tolerated, saying: “If you
protest, we will arrest you.
Make money.”
However, the opposition Citizens’ Coalition for Change
(CCC) yesterday put its
weight behind the planned
transport crisis march, and
the national shutdown in a
move likely to escalate the
planned demonstrations into
a citizens mass action.
CCC spokesperson Fadzayi
Mahere said they were in solidarity with the various groups
protesting the rising cost of
living. - Source: NewZimbabwe.com and Newsday
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Zimbabwe Bids To Improve
Urban Mass Transport
System To Ease Commuters
Nightmare
HARARE: The Zimbabwean
government said this week
that plans are underway to
tackle transport challenges
facing commuters in Harare,
Zimbabwe’s capital.
Commuters in the capital
have been facing transport
challenges during peak hours
over the past week as public transport provider the
Zimbabwe United Passenger
Company (ZUPCO) failed to
cope with demand.
The situation has been worsened by the current police
blitz on unlicensed transporters as police impound the
vehicles.
“Government is aware of and
regrets the current transport
difficulties being experienced
by Harare commuters and
would like to assure them
and the Nation that plans are
underway to bring relief,”
Permanent Secretary for
Information Ministry Nick
Mangwana said on Twitter.
He said short and long-term
efficient urban mass transport system solutions will be
implemented.
The government has been
trying to revive ZUPCO by
importing buses from such
countries as China to replenish its fleet.
In his Workers’ Day speech
at the weekend, President
Emmerson Mnangagwa
instructed the Ministry of
Local Government and Public
Works as well as ZUPCO to

A Week Of Turmoil In Zimbabwe’s
Urban Public Transport Network
put in place an efficient transport system that will make
it easier for workers to commute during peak hours.
“You, as workers, deserve
an efficient and affordable
transport system so that
production time, as well as
your family time, is not lost
in transport queues. During
peak hours, workers must be
transported with the greatest
ease,” Mnangagwa said.

Already, the government and
some private companies have
been providing subsidized
transport to their workers to
address the transport challenges.

Information Minister Monica
Mutsvangwa clarified that the
government had not banned
the operations of private contractors in the public transport sector.

Last year, the government
re-introduced commuter
trains in Harare and Bulawayo in partnership with
ZUPCO during peak periods.
Addressing a post-cabinet
press briefing Wednesday,

She said ZUPCO buses that
are traveling on inter-city
routes will now be required
to undertake local trips upon
return to ease transport challenges in urban areas.
“While noting the apparent

withdrawal of services by
some operations, Cabinet
wishes to state that no effort is
being spared in ensuring that
the inconvenience to the traveling public is minimiSed,”
she said.
Mutsvangwa said ZUPCO
is engaging with contractors
with a view to ensuring that
all arrears are settled and
resolving any outstanding
matters. - Xinhua
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Should Zimbabwe Axe Its Faltering Currency Again?
By Chris Muronzi
Harare, Zimbabwe – In early
2019, Zimbabwe’s central
bank announced plans to
bring back the Zimbabwe
dollar as legal tender after a
decade of using the US dollar
and seven other international
currencies because raging hyperinflation had run the local
currency aground.
The country’s economists
warned against the move.
“The fundamentals are definitely not right to sustain any
new currency,” Victor Bhoroma, an independent Harare-based economist told the
press at the time.
Zimbabwe’s surrogate currency, the bond note, had been
touted as being of equivalent value to the US dollar
in 2016. But by 2019, it had
tanked and was trading at a
400 percent discount to the
greenback.
Despite all the warnings,
central bank chief John Mangudya was not dissuaded.
Authorities banned payments
in foreign currency in June
2019, to give the Zimbabwean dollar a fighting chance
upon relaunch. But when the
pandemic hit, Harare had
to allow some payments in
foreign currency.
Now, the Southern African
country is once again in the
grip of a severe economic crisis characterised by a massive
shortage of foreign currency,
unemployment of more than
90 percent, low production
and hyperinflation that has
reduced purchasing power.
Barely three years after the
reintroduction of the Zimbabwe dollar, its value has
plunged dramatically. From
trading at around 210 Zimbabwean dollars to $1 at the
beginning of March, it is now
trading at 400 to $1 and black
market dealers are selling it
for $450.
Lack of fiscal discipline

Dollar O’Clock

The effects of the COVID
pandemic and the ongoing
Russia-Ukraine war are battering the economy.

A combination of the $18.5bn
public debt, a sustained average fiscal deficit of $2.3bn in
the last three fiscal years, high
inflation and other factors
meant the odds were always
stacked against the new currency.
Now history could be repeating itself as the country may
be forced to either get rid of
its currency or adopt the US
dollar again – a term known
as dollarisation. Critics
believe the currency woes
stem from the central bank’s
propensity to print money.
“I instituted legal proceedings (against the central
bank in 2016) because it was
very clear that Treasury and
RBZ would print money
and take the country back to
2008/2009 hyperinflation,”
prominent businessman and

investor Fred Mtanda, who
held stakes in Zimbabwe’s
Volkswagen dealership and
Western Union franchise,
said.
In 2016, Mtanda had moved
to legally compel the central
bank to prove the existence
of an African Export-Import
Bank bond that it claimed
backed the value of the bond
note. The case was dismissed
but, six years on, the businessman says his fears have
been confirmed.

“We are here because Treasury and Reserve Bank of
Zimbabwe (RBZ) paid the
government of Zimbabwe
capital expenditure,” Mtanda
said. “RBZ and treasury drive
the exchange rate to where it
is. Black market players act
for RBZ and Treasury.”
Economists agree. Gift Mugano, visiting professor of economics at the University of
Zimbabwe Business School,
says the major driver of the
exchange rate’s collapse was

“excessive printing of money”
and a lack of fiscal discipline.
“In the last two years, the
government has never spent
within its means,” Mugano
said.
By the third quarter of the
last fiscal year, the government had exceeded the
budget by 71 percent, Mugano said.

Money released by the treasury since March has found
its way to the black market,
precipitating the devaluation
of the already struggling local
unit, Mugano adds.
“Dollarisation is like death,”
Mugano told reporters, adding that it may still be inevitable.
“You collapse and die. That is
where the currency is going.
Our government has continued to take in lots of poison
into this economy and printing money and being stub-

born and putting more into
construction and agriculture
and failed to take advice.”

On top of that, because of its
dysfunctional official auction
system, which is accused of
overvaluing the local dollar,
Zimbabwe has one of the
most vibrant foreign currency
black markets in Southern
Africa.
The lesser evil
But President Emmerson
Mnangagwa’s administration
will probably not take kindly
to the dollarisation. Mnangagwa, who took over in a
November 2017 military coup
from Zimbabwe’s founding
leader Robert Mugabe, has
resisted a return to the US
dollar.
That reluctance could be
because the central bank
fears it could “lose control
of monetary policy” under
dollarisation, Vince Museve,
a Harare-based independent
economist, told Al Jazeera.
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By Brooke Foster
When Chinelo Okparanta finished writing her
long-awaited second novel, Harry Sylvester Bird
(Mariner, July), during
the pandemic, she knew
the story would challenge
readers to reconsider their
views on race. Speaking
via Zoom from her sunny apartment just outside
Washington, DC, Okparanta, a 41-year-old associate
professor of creative writing
at Swarthmore College, says
that getting people to talk
about the racial themes explored in the novel was her
intention. “I wrote the story
as satire, an exaggeration, to
open up the conversation,”
she explains.
Readers may be surprised
that Okparanta’s white protagonist doesn’t identify as
a white man at all. Instead
he sees himself as a Black
African, and while ignoring
the reality of his skin tone
and the belief system of
his xenophobic and racist
parents, he works to get in
touch with his true inner
self, to humorous effect. But
after spending a semester
studying abroad in Ghana,
he’s forced to confront his
whiteness in ways he never
expected.
Okparanta arrived in the
U.S. when she was 10 after
her Nigerian father was
accepted to a graduate engineering program at Boston
University. She enrolled in
public school and quickly
learned that she was a good
writer; during her first year
in Boston, she won a citywide contest with an essay
about social justice. (She
gave the prize money, a $100
savings bond, to her parents,
who were struggling to make
ends meet.)
In high school, Okparanta
discovered she was also gifted at the sciences, and as an
undergrad she considered
becoming a doctor or pharmacist. Once she realized

Photo credit: Kelechi Okere Chinelo Okparanta

Chinelo Okparanta’s New Novel
Changes Perspectives
she couldn’t stomach the
sight of blood, however, she
decided to become a teacher.
“Writing was something
that I thought I’d do on the
side,” she says. She taught at
a middle school in Brooklyn
for a year before going to
graduate school. From there,
her path was winding. She
went to Rutgers to earn an
MA and then started a PhD
program at the University
of Iowa. She never finished
the PhD and, after a sojourn
teaching secondary school
in Allentown, Pa., went back
to Iowa, attending the Iowa
Writers’ Workshop for her
MFA.
Okparanta’s first book, a collection of short stories titled
Happiness, Like Water, was
published in 2013, a year
after she finished her MFA.

TheSunday
Express

She’s since filled her résumé
with a collection of fellowships, faculty appointments,
residencies, and awards,
including visiting professorships at Columbia, Howard,
and Middlebury.
In Harry Sylvester Bird, the
narrator is a white teenage
boy coming of age in the
fictional suburban town
of Edward, Pa. With the
hot-button issue of cultural
appropriation simmering
in publishing circles for
years and arguably brought
to a boil by the 2019 novel American Dirt (which
saw mixed-heritage author
Jeanine Cummins inhabit
the mind and perspective of
a Mexican narrator), Okparanta knew that she had to
get her character just right,
lest she offend rather than
provoke. But she believes

that writing from the perspective of a white male is
within her right. Having
experienced enough microaggressions to know that
sometimes even well-meaning white people do not
realize how deep their words
might cut, she wanted to try
to get into the mind of one
of those well-meaning white
people. “I have suffered the
wound, so I know the texture of the pain,” she says,
loosely quoting Zimbabwean author NoViolet Bulawayo. It is easy for Okparanta to write a laundry list of
racial slurs she’s endured,
the first coming when she
was a girl and her classmates
in Boston called her a monkey and asked if she lived in
trees in Nigeria.
Okparanta’s debut novel,
the Nigeria-set Under the

Udala Trees, was released to
critical acclaim in 2015, with
the New York Times naming
it an Editor’s Choice and
Booklist calling it “a deeply
affecting debut novel.” When
submitting Harry Sylvester
Bird to her agent, Jacqueline
Ko at the Wylie Agency, she
nearly turned in a different
book she’d also been working on. Then she realized
that book’s narrator was too
similar to the one in Under
the Udala Trees. “African
writers can get pigeonholed,” she says. “I wanted to
show my range as a writer.”
Okparanta also had a strong
sense that this story needed
to be told now. The Trump
years weren’t easy ones for
her, as an African immigrant and Black woman in
the United States. - Source:
The PublishersWeekly.com
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Riddle Of Landuse Court Case: 40 000 Bodies Could
Be Exhumed From Zimbabwe’s Glen Forest Cemetery
40 000 graves risk being dug
up at Harare’s Glen Forest;
businessman claims cemetery illegal in High Court
case
By Mary Taruvinga
OVER 40 000 bodies at
Chikomo Chemhute, an
entity which houses Harare’s
Glen Forest Memorial Park,
are at risk of being exhumed
after a Croatian businessman, Joseph Richard Crnkovic alerted authorities on
abuse of the land.
The businessman, through
his company Fopuld Investments, has mounted a High
Court application suing
Candrina Investments (Pvt)
Ltd, Evolution Group Ltd,
Chikomo Chemhute and
Matidoda Farms Pvt Ltd
over the use of agriculture
and housing land for grave-

yards. Crnkovic is a director
of Fopuld Investments (Pvt)
Ltd Zimbabwe, which is said
to hold a 49% shareholding
in Candrina, the company which owns Chikomo
Chemhute.
“The fact is that Fopuld,
as a minority shareholder
in Candrina, is entitled to
protection from predatory
and prejudicial conduct on
the part of Candrina’s other
shareholders and to be protected from illegal activities
that may have devastating
effects on its investment,”
wrote his lawyers in the application.
Crnkovic made an application in terms of section
223 of the Companies Act,
seeking an order declaring
the affairs of Candrina unlawful.
He is seeking an order

preventing the respondents
from selling grave sites and
operating a crematorium in
Chikomo Chemhute until
there is approval. He said the
deed to the land in dispute
specifically states that the
land must be used for residential and agricultural
purposes only.
“Candrina chairman admitted, in a board meeting, that
it would be impossible to apply for and obtain a change
of use permit to operate a
graveyard and crematorium
on the property,” said Crnkovic.
“Despite this knowledge, the
respondents in concern, and
outside the bounds of the
law, have proceeded to operate a cemetery and crematorium on the property.
According to Crnkovic, Candrina Chairman, Muparad-

zi, has proposed to give
Crnkovic burial sites on the
land as part of a settlement
proposal to buy him out of
Candrina.
He said the courts should
protect the interests of member companies.
He said Chikomo Chemhute
has no authority or licence
to operate a graveyard.
“In addition, the sale of
graveyards outside of the
law means that Candrina
is at risk of multiple civil
suits from members of the
public who have purchased
gravesites for their loved
ones. All this will affect
the value of the applicant’s
shareholding and potentially
affect its dividends.
“It potentially opens up the
possibility of civil litigation
by the loved ones of the ille-

gally buried in the graveyard
in the event that the minister responsible decrees that
the graveyard be shut down
and the bodies be exhumed,”
he said.
Last year Crnkovic appealed
for consular protection and
diplomatic intervention,
claiming that he was facing
prosecution, disclosing that
Chikomo Chemhute Cemetery was an illegal enterprise.
An estimated 20 000 to 40
000 people are buried in a
hidden and illegal cemetery.
Crnkovic further claimed
that there was no Environmental Management Agency
(EMA) approval to bury
people on the farm because
it is in a catchment area of
the Mazowe Dam and right
next to Mazowe River. NewZimbabwe.Com
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Africa’s Top Golfers To Shoot For Bitcoin On Sunshine Tour
Africa’s top golfers are set to
receive Bitcoin prize money
after ground-breaking sponsorship of the Sunshine Tour
Gareth Jenkison
Top golfers from Africa and
Europe will be eyeing lucrative Bitcoin (BTC) payouts
at the end of the 2022 season
after a new sponsorship of
South Africa’s Sunshine Tour.
The year-long season sees
golfers compete for the top
spot on Sunshine Tour’s overall leaderboard, the Order of
Merit. Crypto platform Luno,
which has a big footprint in
South Africa and the wider
African continent, has assumed the title sponsorship of
the overall rankings.
Money talks in sport but the
language is certainly evolving, with Luno casting aside
rand-based awards for the top
golfers on the Order of Merit
in favor of Bitcoin. The golfer
that tops the Luno Order of
Merit will receive 500,000
rand worth of BTC — equivalent to $31,000, or 30,000
euros at the time of writing.
The second and third-placed
golfers will receive 200,000
rand and 100,000 rand in
BTC, respectively, while
Luno will also be sponsoring
every professional golfer on
the Sunshine Tour 1000 rand
worth of BTC to encourage
them to explore the exchange’s mobile application.
The Sunshine Tour is also
using the new sponsorship to
make a change to its rankings
system, shifting from money-based to a points-based
ranking from May 2022. This
intends to create a more even
playing field for golfers vying
to top the Order of Merit at
the end of the season.
There’s plenty to play for as
well, with the number one

Money Talks In Sport As Luno Dolls Out BTC
spot also including entry to
two of golf ’s Majors in the
United States Open and British Open, as well as a yearlong luxury vehicle sponsorship.
Cointelegraph attended the
sponsorship announcement
at the prestigious Houghton Golf Club in the heart of
Johannesburg and spoke to
Luno’s general manager for
Africa Marius Reitz, who
has facilitated a couple of
sports-focused marketing
campaigns over the past year:
“It’s significant on a couple
of fronts, firstly the fact that
there is Bitcoin prize money, which is a first for South
Africa, and probably Africa.
I think its the first sports
sponsorship in South Africa
involving a crypto company.”
Luno intends to break new
ground with their first sponsorship involving a profes-

sional golf tournament, with
synergies between the two
highlighted by Reitz:

Tour Commissioner Thomas
Abt believes will benefit both
industries in kind:

“The Sunshine Tour is an
established brand, they’re the
home of golf in South Africa.
It is a trusted guide for golfers
from a young age up to a professional level. The association of trust and safety makes
sense for us.”

“I think it’s fantastic when
a new brand comes into the
space. They have a strong
backing, they want to make
noise and they’ve been doing
it like you’ve seen with the
Rassie advert. They’ve done
it well and I’m sure they will
continue with the Sunshine
Tour.”

Luno has made efforts to
position itself as a trusted
cryptocurrency exchange that
introduces new users to the
ecosystem with the help of a
learning portal. The company
made waves last year with a
high-profile advertising campaign featuring Rugby World
Cup-winning Springbok
coach Rassie Erasmus teaching users how to buy BTC.
The company has now continued its exploration of the
sports industry in the country — a point that Sunshine

The impact was not lost
on the golfers either, with
Sunshine Tour professional
Callum Mowat also drawing
comparisons between the
mentality needed to master
both the world of golf and
crypto:
“As a golfer, you have to take
risks and you also have to
believe you are never out of
the game, especially after a
bad shot. I am not too familiar with cryptocurrencies but

I know that you need patience
to master both of these.”
Reitz also acknowledged that
the cryptocurrency space is
still relatively nascent with
onboarding new users and
education of basic principles a
primary focus.
The Luno Africa general
manager said that th focus
on learning and education is
key, while slowly introducing
wider audiences to cryptocurrencies through avenues
like sports sponsorships and
marketing campaigns:
“Golfers think differently,
they’ve got a different way of
looking at risk and reward each and every shot they play
they have to take calculated
risks. It’s the same in crypto.
It’s still new and for people to
start using it in their everyday lives will require a mind
shift change and that doesn’t
happen overnight.”

A Fresh Perspective On African Bitcoin and Currencies, Crypto trading, Crypto Mining,
Sunshine Tour And So Much More To Play For: on www.zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
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Beware The New Football
Generation At Real Madrid
emergence. Then, it was time
for Dani Ceballos to come
on. The Spaniard had been
out for several months in the
first stretch of the season due
to an injury he suffered at the
Tokyo Olympics.
Carlo Ancelotti became the
first coach in history to reach
five Champions League finals
after tonight’s victory.

By Marca.com and BBC
Valverde and Camavinga:
Real Madrid’s new generation
is already here
According to MARCA Something unusual happened
on Wednesday night at the
Estadio Santiago Bernabeu,
as Real Madrid managed to
complete their comeback
against Manchester City
without their usual starting
midfielders.
Casemiro, Toni Kroos and
Luka Modric had all been
replaced when Los Blancos
came from behind to send
the game to extra time, before
they went on to clinch qualification to the Champions
League final.
Valverde and Camavinga
The two players who stood
out were Fede Valverde and

Eduardo Camavinga, neither
of whom succumbed to the
pressure in the closing stages
of the game.
Their cases are different, as
Valverde was named in the
starting line-up and played
more than 120 minutes of
football against the Sky Blues.
His strength, physicality and

ability on the ball were key
to Real Madrid being able to
send the game to extra time
and then secure qualification.
Meanwhile, Camavinga was
brought on by Carlo Ancelotti with 15 minutes to go in
normal time. He took over
from Casemiro and Modric in
midfield, doing some magic

with his left foot. The Frenchman was the central character
in the build-up for the third
goal as he carried the ball
for some 40 metres before
finding Rodrygo Goes, who
passed to Karim Benzema.
The latter won the penalty,
which he converted to make it
3-1 for Los Blancos. Ceballos’

Carlo Ancelotti said the
“history of the club” helped
his Real Madrid side stage
another Champions League
comeback to down Manchester City on Wednesday and
reach the final.
The 13-time European champions trailed 1-0 on the night
and 5-3 on aggregate in the
last-four tie entering the 90th
minute, but Rodrygo scored a
late double and Karim Benzema’s extra-time penalty sent
them through.
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Chelsea Throw Away Two-Goal
Lead In Front Of New Owner

Chelsea stunned by Wolves
fightback in front of incoming owner Todd Boehly
By Nick Purewal

Todd Boehly was left with his
head in his hands as Chelsea
relinquished a Romelu Lukaku-inspired two-goal lead to
slip to a 2-2 Premier League
draw with Wolves.
Visiting captain Conor
Coady rescued a point with
an added-time header for
Wolves to stun the Blues,
who had stormed into a 2-0
second-half lead through
Lukaku’s smart double.
Incoming Chelsea owner
Boehly was on hand at Stamford Bridge just hours after
signing a purchase agreement
to buy the west London club
from Roman Abramovich.

The 46-year-old US tycoon
was left bemused by VAR,
delighted by Lukaku’s return
to form – his first league goals
since December – and then
deflated by the Blues allowing
a winning position to slip
away.
Chelsea’s club-record £98million signing Lukaku’s brace
should have won the day for
the Blues but Wolves had
other ideas, with Francisco
Trincao and then Coady turning the match on its head.
Trincao’s fine 18-yard effort
dragged Wolves back into the
contest, with the 22-year-old
fearing he had blown it by
skewing wide from an even
better chance.
Coady came to his team-mate
and Wolves’ rescue, however,
nodding home Chiquinho’s
cross to floor a stupefied
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Chelsea.
Lukaku’s first league goals
since the 1-1 home draw with
Brighton on December 29
took him to 14 for the season
in all competitions and into
an outright lead as the Blues’
top scorer.
That brace should also have
driven Chelsea to one big
stride towards Champions
League qualification.

Tuchel at the turn of the year
after a damaging interview
with Sky Italia in which he
had revealed dissatisfaction in
west London.
Lukaku apologised to Chelsea
internally amid the fallout,
with Sky Italia only releasing
the interview almost a fortnight after it was conducted.

Instead, the Blues must labour on in patchy form, with
a defeat and two draws from
their last three matches.

The delay had exacerbated
the interview’s impact, with
Lukaku appearing to have
turned a corner and been
back in the goals around
Christmas.

Lukaku at least offered green
shoots of a recovery for
the future but all that was
overshadowed by the Blues
relinquishing their winning
position.

The former Manchester United and Inter Milan hitman
has struggled for fluency and
rhythm ever since, with questions on his long-term future
refusing to go away.

The 28-year-old fell foul of
Chelsea and manager Thomas

Chelsea would doubtless
prefer to make good on their

record investment in Lukaku over cutting their losses,
though.
Perhaps the presence of the
club’s impending new owner
offered Lukaku just the lift he
had been looking for.
The powerful Belgian forced a
second-half penalty, drawing
Romain Saiss into a trip in the
box.
Chelsea’s number nine
stepped up and buried the
spot-kick without issue to cut
the tension after a patchy and
goalless first half.
Just two minutes later, Lukaku
slotted home a stylish finish
after latching onto Christian
Pulisic’s smart through ball.
Wolves ceded possession
cheaply but Pulisic capped an
industrious second half with
a piece of quick thinking that
yielded an important goal. Independent.ie
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Manchester Evening News
And SkySports
Ralf Rangnick apologised to
Manchester United supporters after he said his “terrible”
side were “humiliated” in the
4-0 defeat to Brighton.
Brighton thrashed United at
the Amex Stadium to ensure
the visitors will finish the
season with their worst points
total in the Premier League
era.
Manchester United’s current
squad yesterday went down in
history for all the wrong reasons as defeat at Brighton saw
their season hit a new low.
A 4-0 humbling on the south
coast, against a team who
had previously scored just 12
goals at home all season, has
condemned United to their
worst ever points total in Premier League history. United
can only hit 61 points, their
lowest possible total since
1990 (48 points) and 1991 (51
points).
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A second-half flurry from
Marc Cucurella, Pascal Gross
and Leandro Trossard means
United also conceded the
most goals of any Premier
League campaign. David de
Gea has seen 45 goals fly past
him with one game still to
play.
“We were second best. We
can only apologise to the
supporters. It was a terrible
performance and a humiliating defeat.
“We gave them too much
time, too much space. We
couldn’t get into a position
to stop them playing through
our lines. The game plan was
completely different. We told
the players to be as compact as possible and then to
release pressure on them. We
couldn’t stop them.
“I don’t think the players ignored the game plan but they
weren’t able to stop them.
We gave them too much
space and time. When you
give technically good players
this space, this is what can
happen. “In the second half

Ralf Rangnick On A Wing And A Prayer
Ralf Rangnick responds
after Jesse Lingard
brands Man Utd dressing room a “disaster”

ils players appears to have
reached a new low, with Bruno Fernandes ‘ penalty miss
at the Emirates summing up a
calamitous season.

By The Mirror And RTE

Lingard - who was introduced
as a substitute in the second
half - did not mince his words
after the full-time whistle
blew in North London. Paul
Scholes claims the England
international privately told
him the United dressing
room is “just a disaster” and
shared this while on punditry
duties for the match.

Jesse Lingard divulged to
Manchester United legend
Paul Scholes the dressing
room is “just a disaster” after
Saturday’s 3-1 defeat at Arsenal in the Premier League
Ralf Rangnick insists Jesse
Lingard ‘s reaction to Saturday’s defeat at Arsenal was
“normal” after the playmaker
labelled the Manchester United dressing room a “disaster”.
The damaging 3-1 loss all
but ended United’s hopes of
finishing in the top four of the
Premier League and worsens
the already-sour mood created by Tuesday’s heavy 4-0
drubbing by Liverpool.
Morale among Red Dev-

“I had a quick chat with Jesse
there,” the Old Trafford said.
“I’m sure he won’t mind me
saying, the dressing room is
just a disaster.” Rangnick was
quizzed on Scholes’ comments in his own post-match
interview and was eager to
play down the significance of
Lingard’s alarming revelation.

“I don’t know, you have to
ask Jesse Lingard,” Rangnick
said. “Obviously, after games
like today, there is massive
disappointment in the locker
room. This is for me normal.”
Asked whether it is difficult to
drum up enthusiasm among
his players, the United interim manager added: “Yes,
obviously... it’s not motivate,
it’s keeping the energy up.”
Although Rangnick was
understandably despondent
following another defeat in
the league, he insisted his
side’s display against Arsenal
was better than their showing
at Anfield. “Today was better
than Tuesday, an improved
performance. We should have
scored more goals than we
did,” he said.
Rangnick has warned Manchester United need “openheart surgery” if they are to
kick on under successor Erik

ten Hag. Placed in interim
charge following Ole Gunnar
Solskjaer’s exit in November,
the highly-rated German
coach has found it difficult
to get a consistent tune out
of the Red Devils’ stuttering
stars.
This period in the Old Trafford dugout has laid bare a
number of issues to Rangnick,
who knows a thing or two
about building success having
overseen the rise of RB Leipzig and sister club Red Bull
Salzburg.
The 63-year-old has not held
back about the chasm to the
likes of Liverpool and Manchester City, with the club’s
late scramble for Champions
League qualification continuing at top-four rivals Arsenal
on Saturday.
Rangnick’s short-term focus comes with a long-term

appreciation of what is needed for United, who may have
made a “good choice” in
appointing Ajax boss Ten Hag
as permanent manager but
still need to do much more.
“I’m pretty convinced that he’s
the best possible coach that
you could get right now,” the
interim manager said.
“All the other things, as sad
as it is and as frustrating as it
feels right now for everybody
involved – and believe me, for
me this is extremely, terribly
frustrating because in the last
10 years, if not 15 years, we
only experience success, myself also as a sporting director
and as a football manager.
“But in football you’re not always on the bright side. Right
now we’re on the other side.
“But the good thing about
what happened, one of the
very few good things, is that
it’s crystal clear.
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we took the risk to bring on
Cavani to play as a second
striker, but in hindsight it was
too much of a risk to play in
a 4-4-2 against them but we
had to change the energy.
Today we were second best.

“As a team we didn’t defend at
all. We couldn’t stop them.”
Manchester United’s supporters packed out the away end
at the Amex but their anger
towards the team was easy to
hear after their side conceded

the fourth goal, chanting en
masse: “You’re not fit to wear
the shirt.”
When asked about the chanting, captain for the day Bruno
Fernandes agreed with the
supporters.
He told reporters: “What we
did, and by myself, was not
enough to be in a Manchester
United shirt. I accept that.”
After losses at Manchester
City, Everton, Liverpool and
Arsenal before this, United
have now lost five consecutive
Premier League away games.
It is their longest such run
since a string of six between
December 1980 and March
1981.

Brighton were dominant from
the off and Caicedo netted his
first goal for the club in the
15th minute when he took
advantage of the ball ricocheting off Alex Telles to tuck
a low drive inside the post
from outside of the box.
United have now conceded 56
goals in the Premier League
this season, their worst defensive record in a single campaign in the competition.
The result means it is now
mathematically impossible for
sixth-placed United to qualify
for the Champions League,
as they sit five points adrift of
fourth-placed Arsenal with
one game left to play.
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